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Abstract We prove L
p
boundedness for p    of maximal sin
gular integral operators with rough kernels on product homogeneous




 d    be the ddimensional Euclidean space We assume that R
d
is also equipped with a homogeneous group structure where multiplication




























	 x  x

     x
d
	  H 
where real numbers a




















y	 x y  H 
Consequently H is endowed with both the Euclidean structure and a
homogeneous nilpotent Lie group structure The group law of H is given by
a polynomial mapping which conforms to the CampbellHausdor formula
in a corresponding Lie algebra via an exponential map and the action of the
automorphism family fA
t




 x furthermore Lebesgue measure is biinvariant Haar measure
Let us recall a norm function rx	 associated with fA
t
g The function
rx	 which is nonnegative and vanishes only at the origin satises that
rA
t
x	  trx	 for t  
 and x  R
d
 We assume that rx	 is even
continuous on R
d
and smooth in R
d
n f
g and also that the unit sphere

d
 fx  R
d
 rx	   g dened by the norm function coincides with the
unit sphere S
d 
 fx  R
d
 jxj   g where jxj denotes the Euclidean
norm Let   a

     a
d
the homogeneous dimension of H 	 We shall
 Mathematics Subject Classication Primary 	B



































surface measure on 
d
 See    and also   
        
   for
more details and related results




homogeneous of degree 





x	  x	 for x  
 t  








Convolution on H is dened by











































Then the following results are known
Theorem A  	 If   L logL
d
	 with   	 and Tf is as in  	
then T is bounded on L
p
H 	 for all p   	
Theorem B  	 Let T

f be dened as in  	 with   L logL
d
	
satisfying   	 Let p   	 Then the operator T

is bounded on L
p
H 	
We refer to            for relevant results
Part of a theory of Duoandikoetxea and Rubio de Francia  for singular
integrals on the Euclidean spaces has been generalized to the case of ho
mogeneous groups by   The arguments of   replace Fourier transform
estimates by a variant of Taos L

estimates via convolution see  	 As a
result   proved Theorem B and some weighted estimates and also gave
another proof of Theorem A
Also it has been shown in  that the theory of   extends to the




























are homogeneous groups with











 respectively We consider a










































































We consider the multiple singular integral










	Ku v	 du dv
 	
Then the following result is proved in 

















We can nd in  the optimality of the LlogL	

integrability condition
for multiple singular integrals with Euclidean convolution
Let us recall that the maximal singular integral is dened by
T


































In this note we shall prove the following
Theorem  Let T










	 and satises  	  	 Then T









Previous works concerning singular integrals on product of Euclidean
spaces can be found in      Theorem   is an analogue of a result of
 for multiple singular integrals on product homogeneous groups
Similarly to the proof of Theorem C in  we use extrapolation argu
ments in proving Theorem   by applying the following result
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with a constant C
p
independent of s and 











	 and a sequence fc
k
g of nonnegative real numbers such that
each 
k
























Theorem   easily follows from this decomposition of  and Theorem  see
     	
In Section  we recall some preliminary results from  We shall prove
Theorem  in Section  by using results of     similar arguments via
Fourier transform estimates for singular integrals with Euclidean convolu
tion can be found in   
 Preliminaries
Let 
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for m  
       
where c
m
is a constant independent of 
 we note that this is possible since

   





















 fx  H

    r

x	  g D

 
 fy  H

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	 The following result is Lemma  of 
























with a positive constant C
p
independent of s and F 
Also we need another result of 









satises  	 and  	 Let






























is as in  	 with K
 
in place of




 Then for p   	 there exists a positive constant C
p















This is Proposition  of 
 Proof of Theorem 






















































































Thus if m  Z are determined by the conditions 
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rt	 drr Thus since 
  
j
s	    we have
jB

































































































































































for g on H

 We write f
x
y	  fx y	 when considering fx y	 as a function
on H

xing x similarly we write f
y











Then using 	 we have
jB































































for h on H

 The last inequality of 	 can be seen as follows Take a






























































since d  log 
 This implies what we need
	 Y DING AND S SATO




is bounded on L
p
 p    with a bound independent



























































































































































Combining 	 	 	 	 and 	 we get the conclusion of The
orem 
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